Edition et étude d'un paragraphe d'une version araméenne de l'inscription de Bisitun. En fait, ce paragraphe ne fait pas partie de l'originelle inscription de Bisitun, mais est une insertion d'un autre inscription (DNb). LA version étudiée date de la fin du 5e siècle av. J.-C.
161 the many rebellions that are described in DB. As both kings came to power in a fairly similar way,3 the recopying of the story that tells about the rise to power of Darius 1 was intended to identify Darius II with his well-known great-great-grandfather or at least to make a striking comparison between the two kings. 4 This Aramaic text of DB has since been edited several times. 5 As it is very close to the Babylonian version of DB, it has been generally assumed that it was based on that Babylonian version. 6 For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned that DB Aram. is closer to a Babylonian version of DB, fragments of which were found in Babylon,7 th an to the original Babylonian version carved on the rocks. 8 Even so, this does not raise an objection to the use of the Babylonian version to reconstruct the Aramaic text. 9 1t should also be noted that the fragments do not contain the Babylonian parallel (or part of it) of DB Aram. paragraph 13. 10 It is precisely this paragraph (DB Aram. [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] that this article intends to examine. It is the only part of the text that is not yet completely understood by scholars, and it is different from DB Bab. in two ways. First of all, DB Aram. 64-66a is not a nearly wordfor-word translation of the Babylonian text (as is the major part of DB Aram.), but it is taken from two separate Babylonian sections (44 and 52). Secondly, the middle part (lines 66b-70a) has no clear connection with any part of DB Bab. and has therefore puzzled scholars for a long time.
11 This problem was solved, however, when in 1981 Nicholas Sims-Williams showed that this middle section was an Aramaic translation of the last paragraph of Darius's tomb inscription DNb. 12 This paragraph is actually an independent inscription, probably dictated by Darius sometime after DNb was carved on the rockS. 13 Presumably, the Aramaic version of DB, which was written down at the royal court shortly after the accession of Darius II to the throne, already contained these two differences. 14 The scribe who copied the papyrus apparently did not play an active role and refrained from editorial work. 15
In addition to these two differences, sorne of the Babylonian text is not translated at all in paragraph 13. Paragraphs 12 and 14 correspond to the Babylonian sections 38 and 54. The paragraph in question here at first sight contains only parts of the Babylonian sections 44, 49, and 52. Sorne of them (39-43) are in the lost Aramaic columns ix and X. 16 Sections 45-48, 50-51, and 53 were not translated from Babylonian to Aramaic. 17 The reason for these omissions is not known. Section 53 may have been omitted because it is primarily concerned with the preservation of the rock monuments, Ha matter not pertinent to an account on papyrus."18
The above-mentioned discovery by Sims-Williams proved to be a breakthrough in research on both this paragraph and DNb itself, as it helped scholars to reconstruct the last part of the latter inscription. Unfortunately, this breakthrough did not solve all the textual problems connected with DB Aram. There are still sorne unc1ear areas, which the two latest editions of this text do not de al with adequately.
What follows is a study of the textual problems of DB Aram. paragraph 13. The results of this study will be incorporated in a new edition of the reconstructed text, accompanied by a translation and a synoptic text. The text of this paragraph is divided into three parts: a warning against lies (64-66a), the Aramaic rendering of the last paragraph of DNb (66b-70a), and a recommendation not to conceal the truth (70b-73). 64. 20 Although it is now quite certain that the first half of line 65 once contained the Aramaic rendering of u amëlu pirkiini la tarâm, only part of the Aramaic version can be restored. Clearly, c[lym?] zy ykdb is the object of a verb that means "do not care for, do not trust." Since the author was most likely translating Babylonian section 44, he inserted here the Aramaic equivalent of Bab. suddudu, "to take care of, to care for."31 This verb occurs more than once in DB Bab., but unfortunately, of all its occurrences, only one has been translated and/or preserved in the Aramaic version of DB. The Babylonian sentence ~abü agannûtu u zërani sa ~abü agannûtu lu madu suddid, "fully prote ct the se men and the descendants of these men" (line 112), is rendered in the Aramaic One problem with this restaration, however, may be the word arder, since the Aramaic text usually has exactly the same word order as the Babylonian. 35 The restaration proposed here wou Id be an exception to this rule. Possibly, this verbal form consists of the prefix para-, followed by a causative of the root yat-(Av. yat-, Parth. y:Jd_, Sogd. yt). This root has the meaning "to reach his natural place, to reach his destination, to reach his goal."50
II. THE TEXTUAL PROBLEMS
The only preserved Aramaic part of this sentence is :Jp qdmtk (at the end of line 68). This is clear, since the particle :Jp usually occurs at the beginning of a new sentence. 51 Nevertheless, it has been argued that :Jp qdmtk has to be connected with /:Izy and is anal- 42 Restoration in Sims-Williams, "The Final Paragra.rh of the Tomb-Inscription of Darius l," p. 3.
3 Presumably OP mii, the prohibitive particle, is rendered in Aramaic by "1. the jussive parti cie; see also line 69.
44 Greenfield The end of the Aramaic section of DB that draws on DNb poses sorne problems for scholars. First of aIl, one should try to determine what exactly was in lines 69-70. Since the scribe started his version of DNb with the beginning of the last paragraph of that inscription (= paragraph 9) and did not omit substantial parts of that paragraph, it is fairly certain that he translated the entire paragraph. As a result, the end of line 69 and the first part of line 70 still have to be part of the Aramaic version of DNb and make up the end of this Aramaic version. This makes it easier to de termine the content of these lines. Probably the second half of line 69 contains the equivalent of OP [ 5 and 107) . 58 The verb ylXn almost certainly has to be singular. Most probably it is a jussive (compare the Old One can always argue that [X]dlrklyk is the object of ylXn and that a pronominal suffix attached to the root dlrkl is thus perfectly possible: "He will not ylXn your [X]dlrkly (plural)." The main objection to this assumption is that the subject of the sentence would not be expressed because [X]dlrklyk would be the object. Since the subject of ylXn, a 3msg. singular, is not the same as in the preceding sentence (2msg.), it would be very unusual not to express the new subject the first time it occurs. It thus appears more and more likely that -yk is not a grammatical element but that both letters belong to the noun, whatever that root may be. This conclusion is confirmed by the lack of a possessive pronoun in the corresponding Old Persian sentence.
It can thus be supposed that [ ]dlrklyk is not a verbal form but rather the subject of ylXn, that it has the same meaning as OP [marika avara]diya, and that all the letters of this word belong to the stem. This also makes it clear that the second word is JI, the Aramaic jussive particle, and not the preposition cl. 59 This JI nicely corresponds to the Old Persian prohibitive particle mil.
Hitherto no plausible explanation for []dlrklyk has been found. Since the word is not a construct state masculine plural, all letters belong to the stem, for which a Semitic explanation has not been found. 60 The other possibility-an Iranian loanword-also presents difficulties. The main objection to this possibility is the occurrence of the phoneme Ill, which is not a native Old Iranian phoneme. Yet, since an Iranian Irl can be rendered by a III in other languages, such as Babylonian 61 and Elamite,62 it might just be possible that such a feature also exists for Aramaic. 63
The best way to explain this assumed Iranian loanword is to divide the Aramaic form into two parts: []dlrk and lyk. This is also attested for other loanwords in Aramaic. ExampIes are hdJbgw, "with interest" (TAD A6.13:5), that is composed of Ir. hada, "with," and Ir. *abigilvil, "interest,"64 and Jrdkl (TAD B2.6:2)/ Jrdykl, "architect" (TAD B2.8:2), composed of Akk. ardu and Akk. ekallu, "palace."65 Despite the fact that there is one letter missing, the first part can easily be restored and identified by having a closer look at the Old Persian version, where the subject of the Persian corresponding version) and the jussive plural ending is -w, not -no 59 Ibid., p. 199. 60 It could be a derivative of rkl, "to go about from place to place (for trade or gossip)," which is related to rgl, "to slander, to calumniate." The form rkly" occurs in TAD A4.3:4, where it clearly means "merchants" (DNWSI, pp, 1076-77). But this translation does not fit weil with the present text. sentence is marika. The form [m] rk is without a doubt the Aramaic transcription of OP marika. The second part is more difficult to explain: it is possibly a cognate of Av. Since we are most likely dealing with a jussive 3msg., the verbal rooe o to which this word belongs has to end in an -no This root has to mean something like "to prosper," since ylXn is rendering OP raxtJantuv.
Possibly, one should connect the form ylyn with the root lyn. This verb is attested in Hebrew, Ugaritic, Phoenician, and possibly in Akkadian. 71 In Hebrew, Ugaritic, and Phoenician, its meaning is "to spend the night, to 10dge."72 The difficulty with this is that a connection with lyn would require a semantic shi ft from "to spend the night" to "to thrive." Perhaps the meaning "to be safe" can be extrapolated from "to spend the night." Thus "to be safe" could lead to the meaning "to thrive" or something similar that fits the context and the Old Persian source. This remains hypothetical, however.
The same semantic difficulty goes for connecting ylXn with the root Ibn, the form being ylbn. The verb Ibn means "to make bricks."73 At first glance this has nothing to do with the semantic field of "to thrive, to prosper," unless one makes the semantic jump from "to make bricks," to "to build a house," to "to be able to build," to "to be prosperous, to be in a safe condition." A closer link, however, is provided in Jewish Aramaic, where 70 Idem, "GroBkonig Darius," p. 479, believes that this form is a substantive preceded by the preposition cl. He translates it "over your children." He considers the contents of the last part of DNb to be as follows: Darius threatens the subject, who refuses to listen to his words, with trouble (for him as weil as for his children), an unsuccessful life, and even exile. There are, however, two arguments against Hinz's theory. Firstly, the correct Aramaic expression for "über deine Kinder" wou Id be CI yldyk, which does not appear in the text. Secondly, in the other versions of DNb, there does not seem to be any trace of threats against children. The only threats in the last sentence of DNb are uttered against a rebellious man and inc1ude an unsuccessfullife (ma raxlJantuv) and exile (ma daraiya). the root Ibn (as a denominative of ~~::;t7, "brick") can also mean "to have a strong rest, to be weIl balanced."74 This meaning is not exc1usively architectural, which may support the connection yIbn -Ibn, as then the step is smaller in order to arrive at the meaning "to be prosperous." Yet this meaning has hitherto only been attested in Jewish Aramaic and would, if accepted for this particular passage, be the only attestation of it in Imperial Aramaic.
As already mentioned above, the lost first half of li ne 70 must be the equivalent of dahyauva ma dariya. In aIl probability, the construction for OP dahyauva is 
DB Aram. 70b-73: The Advice Not ta Canceai the Truth
Here the end of the Aramaic translation of DNb has been reached. Thus, at least from now on, the Aramaic text is again based on the Babylonian version of DB. The first legible sequence of letters in line 70 is /:lry or perhaps /:lrw. Unfortunately, it is impossible to be sure whether these letters constitute one word or only a part of a word. The second word was read t[qs]" by Sachau. 77 Porten and Yardeni read tqyn", but the y did not translate it. 78 The form tqyn", however, can be derived from the root tqn, a well-attested root in Semitic. In Biblical Aramaic, this root occurs only once,19 having the meaning "to restore, to reestablish."80 In Jewish Aramaic it has the meaning "to prepare, to put in order, to establish, to place."81 The root is also attested in Hebrew and means "to make straight, to set in order."82 ln Akkadian, there is the verb taqiinu, "to be in order, to put in order (D)";83 the adjective taqnu, "safe";84 a substantive tuqnu, "safety";85 and another adjective tuqqunu, "of good quality."86 If we do connect tqyn with the root tqn, it will probably be an adjective (with a qdtïl or a qattïl base)87 with the meaning "safe, firm." 88 There are two objections to this interpretation. Firstly, this meaning of the word seems hard to reconcile with the contents of DB, but of course we also do not know precisely what is said in the preceding part of the sentence. The second objection is that the q wou Id have been badly written; the right part of the letter is much smaller than usual.
There is, however, another solution that has the advantage of yielding a comprehensible sentence, i.e., [mn eJnt mlk zy eJ]~ry trh l [wh], "whoever you are, 0 king who will come after me" (cf. line 64). Such a restoration would at least fit the context well. The restored phrase is a good transition from the translation of DNb to the resumption of the translation of DB Bab., even des pite the fact that such a distinction is not to be found right at the beginning of the account of DNb.
The word following t r h l [wh ]-at the same time the first word of a new sentence-was read kdbt eJ by Sachau and connected by him with Bab. pir~iitu, "lies" (DB Bab. 99).89 ln his eyes, the scribe was translating part of Babylonian section 45, more precisely the Babylonian sentence sina pir~iitu la taqabbi, "do not say they are lies." This proved to be incorrect after Greenfield and Porten made use of an infrared photograph, which yielded the reading swdt eJ /swrt eJ . 90 Several solutions to this problem have been offered. Greenfield and Porten try to consider the second letter as a p and connect the resulting sprt eJ with Bab. sa!iiru sa ina narî, "the inscription on the relief" (DB Bab. 98 and 100). They refer to Aramaic mly spr eJ zy bn~beJ znh, "the words of the inscription which is on this stela" (KAI 222:1 C 17), but a problem with this is that "spr with the meaning 'inscription' always occurs in the masculine."91 Another proposaI was made by Lemaire, who wanted to read it as sprF, the masculine form. 92 This, however, is not compatible with the traces visible on the photograph. The word after sprF is irretrievable. Perhaps a form of the verb "to protect" should be restored.
Gesenius, Hebrdisches und aramdisches Hand-
The first word of the next sentence is only partly preserved and is followed by r zy Cbdtl, "what 1 did."93 As pointed out by Greenfield and Porten, the verb preceding this relative phrase is "believe" (corresponding to Bab. 10 1: atta qipi sa anaku epusu). The most recent reading is zy :Jnh Cbdt. 94 1 do not agree with this restoration. The visible parts of the letters should rather be read rhlyrmnl, that is the hafCtsl imperative of :Jmn, a verb commonly used in Semitic languages to express belief and trust. 95 The beginning of line 71 reads r zy Cbdt 1 • Here the personal pronoun expressing the subject enh) is not given, as is also the case in DB Aram. 19,26, 29, and 3l.
There is not much to discuss in Aramaic lines 71-73. The text is clearly based on the Babylonian text, and despite the damaged state of the papyrus, the lacunae in these lines have been restored without great difficulty.
The Having undertaken an attempt to obtain a clearer interpretation of this text, the results have been put together here. The text and translation of DB Aram. paragraph 13 follow below.
Text

